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(a)
The visual scanning procedures of

veterans can be classified into categories

based on their geometrical pattern:

circular, linear, spiral and mixed; Figures

(c) & (d) showcase representative

examples of a circular and mixed cases,

respectively.

(b)

Figures (a) and (b) highlight change in eye

movements once a conflict has been

identified. Yellow circles denote aircraft of

interest near the conflict. Red arrows

show the movements between the

conflicting aircraft.

(c) (d)

The participants’ responses throughout the

interviews were quantified, and where

possible, mapped to the geometrical

patterns they applied on the scenarios. The

table to the left is a representative example

of this process.

Conclusions
Categorized visual scanning patterns into spiral, circular, quadrants, linear and mixed (i.e. two or more scanning

patterns combined). In addition, several hierarchical heuristics that veterans utilize to identify (e.g. reading data

tag in a set order) and mitigate conflicts (e.g. changing altitudes), as well as the environmental factors that affect

them, are reported.
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Video introduction

https://youtu.be/q8b0KGYGKK0

